The Robert Lutzel Error Collection - A date set of Indian Cent Errors

The Robert Lutzel collection of errors featured nearly a complete collection of errors for every date in
the Indian Cent series. Here are a few highlights.

1857 Struck Off-Center
It is struck on a Type 1 planchet (the edge was not
raised on the planchet). As such, it didn’t feed into the
coining chamber.

1858 Small Letters Off-Center
Flying Eagle errors are very difficult to find.

1860
This one is broadstruck - struck outside the collar.

1861
The coin is another broadstrike and is slightly offcenter towards K-12. (K = Kolit position, similar to a
clock face.)

1859 Capped Die
Here is one of the top errors in existence! It is a super high-rimmed capped die. The obverse die stuck multiple
times with this piece attached to the head of the die. Needless to say, it is well-struck. As a one-year type coin it
is very important. Two examples are known,
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1862 Split Planchet after strike.
1/2 a coin should be 1/2 the price, right! Well, not in
numismatics. You get to pay more for less. The reverse
is missing, having split after striking. If you can locate
the missing half, you will have a a real winning combination.

1864 Copper Nickel. Off Center.
The coin is off-center 15% towards K-5.

1863 Double struck, both Broadstruck
The coin was struck twice, but both times it was out of
the collar and expanded to about 21mm - the size of a
nickel.

1864 Bronze, No L. Off Center.
A one-year type with a second strike 95% off-center at
K-8.

1864 With L Struck on copper-nickel planchet

It is a 1864 With L struck on a copper nickel planchet. A few patterns are known, struck with the original
1864 With L Proof dies, but this is certainly a wrong-planchet error. There are three examples known and
the others are MS-60 cleaned (Stacks 5/84:686) and VF (Stacks 2/76:211 as XF-40).
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1865 Plain 5 Snow-14. Off-Center
The S14 is a very interesting variety with a circular
lathe line through the feathers. It is struck 30% offcenter error as well.

1866 Double Struck
This piece is double-struck with the second strike at
K-10. The second strike shows the AMER of AMERICA.

1867 Lamination
There is a peeled-back lamination under Lady Liberty’s ear on the obverse.

1868 Double Struck
Double strike with the 2nd strike 80% off-center towards K-8.

Heritage Auctions

1877 Copper Nickel

While the Philadelphia Mint struck no contract coinage for Venezuela in 1877, a leftover copper-nickel planchet from the
previous year’s production of one centavo coins somehow mixed in with the bronze blanks for cents and was struck. The result
was this fascinating and distinctive specimen. (Heritage Auction FUN 1/10)
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1876 Double Struck
It is double-struck with the second strike at K-12
showing STAT of STATES.

Off-Center to K-3.

1882 Triple struck - In Collar and Broadstruck
This piece is very dramatic with triple striking, once in
the collar, once out of the collar. The date and legend
are very dramatically doubled. On the reverse the
wreath shows many spikes from the various impressions. This makes it look like a wreath of thorns, not
Oak. The shield clearly shows the three strikes.

1879 Off-Center

1880 Reverse Brokage
The reverse brockage is very clearly imprinted with
the obverse of another coin. The LIBERTY and the
entire Indian head is visible. Curiously, only the 0 digit
is visible. Perhaps the previous coin had strike-through
debris in the 188 as well as the legend.
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1881 Off-Center
Off-center 5% towards K-3.
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1883 Double struck
The second strike is 80% off-center towards K-12 with
NITED ST showing on the second strike.
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1885 Struck through planchet lamination
The reverse shows an area where the coin was struck
through a thin lamination. Most of the design shows
through clearly, although blurred.

1889 Double Strike
The second strike is 90% off center towards K-9 with
the OF AM showing.

1890 Indent, Broadstruck and Light Planchet.
2.6 grams. Here is an amazing coin. It is broadstruck
on a thin planchet. But it also had a second planchet
struck onto it at the same time, creating an indent
covering 40% of the obverse at K-1. This made the reverse strike up normally under the two planchets, but
it is weak everywhere else (due to the thin planchet). It
is actually a Mint State example!

1886 Type 2 Off-center
The coin is struck 10% off center towards K-9.

1887 Off-center on a clipped planchet
The coin is struck off-center 5% at K-11 on a planchet
that has a straight clip from K-9 to K-11.

1891 Off-Center
Off center to K-2 about 10%.

1888 Off Center
Off-center 15% towards K-10.
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1892 Double Struck in Collar
The second (boldest) strike is about 5 deg. CW. The
visual impression of this is fantastic. The feathers are
more pointed and the wreath looks like thistle, instead
of oak.

1893 Double Strike
The second strike is 20% off-center and shows the
date. If the date is missing, the desirability drops.

1894/1894 Snow-1 Off Center
Not only is it the very popular repunched date, but it is off center 20% towards K-12 as well.

1895 Double Stuck -Both Off-Center.
Struck off-center 10% to K-6 leaving enough date visible to identify. It is then struck again 95% off-center
at K-2 with the base of the date showing. This is a really cool error and is outstanding in that it shows two
dates.
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Double struck with the second strike 90% off-center
at K-11.
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1897 Double Struck
The second strike is 90% off-center at K-11 and shows
the date fully.

1898 Double Struck
The second strike is 95% off-center at K-10 and shows
the top of the U in UNITED.

1901 Double Struck in Collar
The second strike is 5 deg CCW.

1902 Off-Center, Lamination
Off-center 20% towards K-6 about 20%.
There is a detached lamination on the reverse.

1899 Off Center
Off-center 10% towards K-1. The toning is mostly on
the obverse.

1903 Off-Center, Clipped planchet.
Off center 80% towards K-12 with the date showing.

1900 Double struck
The second strike is 90% off -center at K-12 with the
full date showing.

1904 Double Struck
The second strike is 95% off-center towards K-12 with
the date showing.
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1905 Split Planchet
This is a split after strike with about one-third of the
coin still showing. At least the date shows. Find the
other two-thirds and you win the prize!

1906 Off center
Struck 25% off center towards K-3.

1907 Double Struck
The second strike is 50% off center towards K-2. The
date shows on both strikes.

1908 Double Struck
The second strike is 85% off-center towards K-12 with
the date showing.

1908-S Double Struck in Collar
Slight rotation on the obverse. Less on the reverse. This shows that the obverse die, not the planchet,
rotated slightly between strikes.
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